A set of the mathematical formulas to estimate the accuracy of discrimination parameters for two implementations of the dual high energy method -by the effective atomic number and by the level lines is given. The hardware parameters which influenced on the accuracy of the discrimination parameters are stated. The recommendations to form the structure of the high energy X-ray radiation impulses are formulated. To prove the applicability of the proposed procedure there were calculated the statistical errors of the discrimination parameters for the cargo inspection system of the Tomsk polytechnic university on base of the portable betatron MIB-9. The comparison of the experimental estimations and the theoretical ones of the discrimination parameter errors was carried out. It proved the practical applicability of the algorithm to estimate the discrimination parameter errors for the dual high energy method.
Introduction
The different implementations of digital radiography are widely used for the custom examination and for the flaw detection [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the major implementation of the digital radiography is a dual energy method (DEM) [5] [6] [7] [8] , which can discriminate the testing object (TO) materials. The discrimination for the custom examination means the correlation of test object material or their constituent with one of the extensive material classes. The mentioned division of the materials to classes is carried out by two main methods [8] [9] [10] [11] -by effective atomic number and by level line method. In any modification of DEM on the initial stage there are generated two digital radiographs for two specially selected maximal X-ray energies. One of the important quality index of the radiographic system with the option of discrimination of TO material and their constituents is a precision of the discrimination parameters. This index is essentially dependent from many factors, for example, from the range of effective atomic numbers and from TO constituent sizes, from the given error of the discrimination parameter, from the maximal high energy of X-ray radiation. The state of the art analysis shows that the estimation task of the discrimination quality of the TO material and their constituents for major implementations of the discrimination method by dual high energy method is not solved in corpore.
The estimation of the discrimination parameter errors for the dual high energy methodа
To solve the problem of the discrimination TO materials and their constituents by DEM there are used different versions of two major approaches [8] . The first approach estimates the effective atomic number of the TO material. The second approach [8] generates the discrimination parameter image. The value of every image point is compared with some level lines, and the comparison result is used to correlate T material with one or another class of material. The mentioned approaches are differed essentially by the volume of used preliminary information and by the algorithms of the primary radiograph processing therefore it is necessary to consider a specific character of the mathematical models to discriminate TO materials by use the DEM for the both abovementioned approaches. Let consider some common part of the abovementioned discrimination approaches.
Common part
On the output of the digital radiographic system with the TO material discrimination option the maximal X-ray energies E i , i=1,2 are corresponded to the primary radiographs
, where S is a discrete set of R 2 . The physical meaning of the primary radiographs is the distribution of the absorbed energy of the primary attenuated X-ray radiation along the set S.
In the introduction we emphasized that the major characteristic of the discrimination quality is the discrimination parameters error, which evidently related with noise level of the primary radiographs. The research purpose of is to detect the mutual relation of the major customer characteristic with the cargo inspection system parameters, therefore we shall make more detailed analysis of the noise transformation during the step-by-step processing of the primary images.
On first stage we shall estimate the noise levels on the original images. In the first approximation we shall consider the radiation source as a point and isotropic one. Let suppose that the sensitivity volume of the singled radiometric detector has a rectangular prism form, which the center axis is oriented to the radiation source. The radiometric detector has size hd in the propagation direction of the primary X-ray beam, but in the perpendicular plane -a d ×b d . The distance between the radiation source and the front surface of the detector is equal to F. At the first stage of the design there is known some characteristic of the X-ray radiation source -P 0max , for example, the absorbed dose power or exposure dose of X-ray radiation on air at 1 meter distance and ν is a frequency of X-ray radiation impulses. The maximal energy E of X-ray radiation is adjustable value and can take values in the range from E min to E max . The control system of X-ray source can generate the sequence of alternated impulses with maximal energies E 1 and E 2 , E min <E 1 <E 2 <E max according to a defined principle. We would name as an impulse package a collection of the serial X-ray radiation impulses, those need to produce a single line of the primary shadow radiographs J 1 , J 2 , corresponding one another.
For the pulse X-ray radiation sources the time is measured in the pulse period -1/ν. The number of impulses n in a package, which is need to generate a single line of the identification image, is equal to the sum of impulses with energy E 1 -n 1 and impulses with energy E 2 -n 2 . Here the identification image is a distribution of the calculated effective atomic number or discrimination parameter of the level lines method along the set S. The value n defines the inspection performance. The maximal performance of the radiographic system with option of the TO material discrimination and their constituents is reached for n 1 =1, n 2 =1. Evidently that in practice it is reasonable to advance a requirement n 2 < n 1 . Let introduce a parameter p=n 1 /n 2 . If the parameter p and the number of impulses in the package n, are known that n 2 =n/(1+p) and n 1 =np/(1+p).
For the customer it is most interesting the minimal size of constituent, for which the material is surely discriminated by DEM. Let the projection of the specified constituent on the set S is consisted from M pixels.
Note that for every X-ray radiation source with the regulated maximal energy it is known a function W, which describes the dependence of the X-ray radiation source characteristic P 0 from the current value of the maximal energy E. Let the mentioned dependence has the following form
The function W(E, E max ) in the range of the maximal X-ray energies above 2 MeV is a smooth increasing function, for example, to describe the absorbed dose power [12] there is used the power dependence W(E, E max )=(E/E max ) 3 .
where m(E,Z) is the mass attenuation coefficient of the photon radiation with energy E by the test object material; μ d (E) is the linear attenuation coefficient of the proton radiation with energy E by the detector material. The formula to estimate the radiometric signal beyond the test object thickness ρH and the effective atomic number Z is I i (ρH, Z), i=1,2 without contribution of the background noises of the radiometric detectors has the form 
where
is the mean energy value of the registered photon with energy E [13] . The dispersion of the radiometric signals I i (ρH,Z) -DI i (ρH,Z), i= 1,2 are calculated by formula [13] 
At the next stage we consider the process of the noise transformation during the generation from primary images Ji the resulting radiographs 
The values of R i (x,y) are numerically equal to the ray-lengths of the testing object for the X-ray radiation with the maximal energy E i along the line, connecting the source point and the detector point with coordinates (x,y), the measurement unit is the length of mean free path. The dispersions R 1 and R 2 are estimated by use decomposition of (9) on small increments. The final expressions to calculate the dispersions DR 1 (ρH,Z) and DR 2 (ρH,Z) for the testing object thickness ρH and the effective atomic number Z have the form
where I i (0,0), DI i (0,0) are the signal value and the signal dispersion when the testing object is absent. With including (4), (8) the expression (10) would have the following form
where N i (0,0), η i (0,0) are the number of protons registered by detector and the accumulation coefficient of fluctuations without the testing object. Note 1. In practice the «white» calibration is carried out by the large number of the image lines k 0 , therefore the parameter estimations τ i are defined by the expression is the selective mean of the photon number registered by detector without the testing object. For large values of k 0 the second summand in sums (11) , (12) can be not included.
At the next stage the further transformations of the noise levels are depended from the image processing algorithms.
Note 2. The expressions to estimate the dispersions R 1 (ρH,Z) and R 2 (ρH,Z) for the testing object thickness ρH and the effective atomic number Z (10), (11) are derived without consideration of the pulsed X-ray radiation instability. In this case the instability means that the parameters characterized the single X-ray radiation pulse are the random values. The instability influence minimization is achieved by the normalization of the detector signals I i (ρH,Z) on the signals from the reference detector I pi . The reference detector signals I pi are not dependent from the testing object. The expression to estimate the dispersion of the normalized signal I i (ρH,Z)/I pi -D(I i (ρH,Z)/I pi ) has the following form 
The expression (13) was derived for the condition of the full compensation of instability, which can be reached in that case when only the number of electrons dropped on the accelerator's target is instable [14] .
From analysis of expression (13) it follows that during implementation of some requirements to the reference channel the estimation of the signal dispersions R 1 (ρH,Z) and R 2 (ρH,Z) can be done by the expressions (10), (12) whereas the first note. The abovementioned requirements in the formalized form look like
The physical implementation of the restriction (14) is reduced to use as the reference channel the special selected radiometric detector working synchronously with the measurement channels and distinguish from them by the large amount of registered photons and by the low value of the fluctuation accumulation coefficient.
Discrimination by the effective atomic number
As result of the combined processing of the resulting radiographs R 1 and R 2 there are producing the DEM parameters images -A and B. To estimate DEM parameters A(x,y) and B(x,y) for every point (x,y) of set S there is solved the non-linear equation system where w 1 (E), w 2 (E) are the energy dependencies of two main types of the photon radiation interaction with the testing object material. The first process in the system (15) is the Compton effect and the second one is the pair production.
To solve the system (15) relative to the parameters A(x,y) and B(x,y) it is necessary know the maximal energy values -E 1 and E 2 , the energy spectra f(E, E 1 ) and f(E, E 2 ), the energy dependencies the mean value of the registered photon energy [13] and the interaction cross-section of the photon radiation with the material, for example [15] . Besides the analytical dependencies we can use the database of the gamma radiation interaction with the material [16, 17] . The certain complication during the organization of the preliminary information for the system (15) is related with the estimation of the energy spectra of the high-energy X-ray radiation. At the present time there is used the analytical approach to describe f(E,E i ), which is based on the Shiff's formula [18] [19] [20] adjusted for the attenuation in the radiation source filters and adjusted for the registration efficiency of the photon radiation.
During solution of the system (15) the random value dispersions A, B -DA and DB, and also the covariation cov(A,B) are founded by the least increments method application. The final expressions for the dispersions DA(ρH,Z), DB(ρH,Z) and the covariation cov(A,B)(ρH,Z) for the testing object thickness ρH and the effective atomic number Z have the form 
The final research stage of the noise transformation is connected with the estimation of the effective atomic number dispersion. In the high-energy domain [8] the effective atomic number estimation Z V (ρH,Z) is related to the DEM parameters by the following expressions A(ρH,Z) and
Appling the least increments method to (18) we get for the testing object thickness ρH and the material's effective atomic number -Z the formula to calculate the dispersion of the effective atomic number estimation Z V (ρH,Z) -DZ V (ρH,Z) 
We are interesting in the relation of the dispersion of the estimated testing object parameter DZ V (ρH,Z) with the number of pulses in the package n=n 1 +n 2 , with the parameter p= n 1 /n 2 and with the physical TO characteristics -the mean value of the material's effective atomic number Z and with the thickness ρH. The parameters of the high-energy implementation of DEM A(ρH,Z) and B(ρH,Z) are related to Z and ρH by the following way [8] 
After substitution of (21) 
The expression (22) together with formulas (11), (12) allow to estimate the measurement accuracy of the TO material's effective atomic number, in term of the time to generate lines of the primary radiographs, the TO parameters, the maximal energies of the X-ray radiation. The measurement accuracy of the effective atomic number Z can be estimated by the least-square deviation ΔZ - 
Note 3. The expressions (20)- (22), (24) were derived for the case when the estimation of the effective atomic number of the testing object material or their constituent Z V (ρH,Z) are produced for one identification image point (one pixel). In practice the image of the minimal constituent defined by user consist of M pixels M>>1. Therefore it is logically to use the mean estimation value of the effective atomic number 
Including (25) the all mentioned in Note 3 the formulas are corrected by including the additional factor equal to 1/M into the right part. Note 4. The inspection efficiency is essentially depended of the testing object thickness ρH. The internal structure randomness of the inspecting objects creates some dilemma before the customer. This dilemma must give the answer to the question -what is more preferable -the high inspection efficiency with the qualified discrimination of the testing object materials and their constituents with small thickness or the low inspection efficiency with the qualified discrimination of the large thickness material.
Discrimination by the level lines method
The second implementation of the testing object discrimination and their constituents by DEM we named the level lines method [8] . In this implementation on the base of resulting images R 1 and R 2 the identification image is created
The testing object material in the point with coordinates (x,y) is correlated with some material, if the following restriction is carried out
where U − (x,y), U + (x,y) are the level lines for the correlated material. For the testing object thickness ρH and the material's effective atomic number Z the identification parameter dispersion Q(ρH,Z) -DQ(ρH,Z) is defined by the small increment decomposition
After substitution (10), (11) in (28) including n 2 =n/(1+p) and n 1 =np/(1+p) we get
The collection of the expressions (3), (9), (11) and (29) allows to estimate the identification parameter accuracy by the level lines method -
. The value of the parameter p -p opt (ρH,Z), for which the value DQ(ρH,Z) is minimal, is calculated by the formula
The minimal dispersion value DQ(ρH,Z) is defined by substitution (30) in the expression (29). The total number of pulses n, which determine the cargo inspection performance with the material discrimination by the level lines method, is calculated from (29), starting from the limiting accuracy of the identification parameter ΔQ lim ,
The expressions (3), (9), (11), (31) allow to estimate the cargo inspection performance with the option of the material discrimination by level lines method. The notes 3 and 4 from the previous section must take into account.
Calculation ΔZ V and ΔQ
To show the applicability of the above mentioned algorithms for estimation of the identification parameter accuracy by high-energy DEM there was carried out the series of the mean-square deviation calculation for the identification parameter for two pairs of the maximal values of the X-ray radiation 2 , but the effective atomic number Z take the values 6, 13, 26 and 82. The calculations were done for betatron MIB-4/9 with characteristics P 0max =20 R/min for and E max =9 MeV, ν= 200 pulses per second. The inspection geometry was characterized by the parameters: the focal length F=4.2 m; the radiometric detectors on base of the CdWO4 scintillator with thickness h d =50 mm and the lateral sizes a d ×b d =5×6 mm 2 . The values n 1 =3, n 2 =1. The minimal number of pixels in the projection on the mapping surface for the surely identified constituent is M=16.
The tables 1 and 2 show the calculation results ΔZ V and ΔQ for the different thicknesses ρH and the different testing object materials. The analysis of the data mentioned in the table 1, shows that the accuracy of Z is high for the small and large thicknesses. The accuracy of Z is reduced with increasing of the greater energy. Table 2 . The dependence of the mean-square deviation of the discrimination parameter ΔQ ×0.01 from ρH. The analysis of the data mentioned in the table 2 shows that the accuracy of the identification parameter Q has less evident dependence from ρH and the larger maximal energy, than the accuracy of Z.
Experiments
To verification the efficiency of algorithms designed to estimate the material identification parameter accuracy by use different implementation of the DEM, there was done the series of the experiments on the cargo inspection system of the Tomsk polytechnic university. The testing object composed from the constituents with different thicknesses from the organic materials, aluminum, iron and lead, was scanned by two narrow X-ray beams E 1 =4.5 MeV, E 2 =9 MeV. The experimental conditions were differed from the calculation conditions only by the power of the exposition dose -P 0max =5 R/min. ▬▬ -calculation, ▲ -experiment, organics. From analysis of the data presented on figures 1 and 2 it follows that in the considered range of the test object thicknesses the experimental estimations of the identification DEM parameter accuracy are closes to the numerical ones, or less than ones. It proves the applicability of the proposed algorithms to estimate accuracy of the effective atomic number and the identification parameter of the level lines method in practice.
Relation between impulses in the package
In section 2 it was shown that the DEM identification parameters accuracy is essentially depending from value p. The parameter p is equal to the ratio of the number of the pulses with the less maximal X-ray energy in the package to the one with the larger maximal energy. Before it was emphasized that there are exist the optimal values of the parameter p -p opt , for which the dispersion values of the identification parameters are minimal.
The parameter p opt for the identification parameter Z is calculated by use the formula (23), and for the identification parameter Q -with use the expression (30). The series of the calculation of the dependencies p opt (ρH,Z) for the identification parameters Z and Q for the conditions of the numerical example from section 3 was carried out. The dependencies p opt (ρH) for the objects from carbon, aluminum, iron and lead are given in the table 3 .
From analysis of the data in the table 3 a number of conclusions can be done. The first conclusionwith increasing the object thickness ρH the values p opt are increased during identification by Q and by Z. The second conclusion -the values popt for the Q identification are practically closed to the similar values popt, for the Z identification the divergence is not more than 10 %. The third conclusion -the values popt for the usage of the pair of maximal energies 4.5 -9 MeV are always large than values popt for the usage of the maximal energies pair 4.5 -7.5 MeV. We can make the following recommendations how to use the table 3. The number of pulses in the package n is selected by the formulas (24) or (31) including the notes 3, 4. The number of pulses of the larger energy n 2 is the maximum from two numbers -the nearest integer to n/(1+p opt ) and 1, but it is logically to get as n 1 the maximum of the nearest integer to np opt /(1+p opt ) and 1. 
Results
There are given the collections of the mathematical relations whose allow to estimate the identification parameter accuracy for the two DEM implementations -the discrimination by the effective atomic number and the discrimination by the level lines method. The example of the identification parameter accuracy calculation was done for the cargo inspection system of the Tomsk polytechnic university on the base of the portable betatron MIB-4/9. The results of the comparison the theoretical and the experimental estimations of the identification parameters accuracy proved the applicability of the proposed algorithms to validate the quality of the radiographic systems with the material discrimination option for the testing object and their constituents. There are formulated the recommendations to select a structure of the package of X-ray radiation impulses, which produce a single line of the dual energy image.
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